From: Sam Metallo [mailto:SMetallo@rainsoft.com]
Sent: Monday, July 19, 2010 1:14 PM
To: EBSA, E-ORI - EBSA
Subject: Sticking it to the little guy!!

Sticking it to the little guy is very entertaining for most brokerage houses I surely love it! We love to see the guy or gal with fewer than 100 K in their account and hit them with a hidden fee of 2 to 3 K. It is like the demented little bully in the school yard who pulls the wings off flies and chases the girls with a frog he found. There should be no intrusion in our activities for we rule. And the one with the gold makes the rules. So stop with your petty rule changes the small investor can never have a chance, we set it up for our benefit and no politician can change it if they try we will just buy them off, simple.